We consider the kinetics of an irreversible reaction at the sites of an infinite, uniform, 1D polymer chain with first and second nearest neighbor (nn) cooperative effects. The special cases with just nn cooperative effects, and with nn blocking and general second nn cooperative effects have previously been solved exactly. For the latter case, we present several new results for highly autoinhibitory and autocatalytic rates. The general problem cannot be solved exactly but we apply the techniques of the preceding paper, which for this process exploit a shielding property of quadruples of unreacted sites, to obtain approximate solutions. Various cooperativity regimes are considered. We consider the kinetics of an irreversible reaction at the sites of an infinite, uniform, ID polymer chain with first and second nearest neighbor (nn) cooperative effects. The special cases with just nn cooperative effects, and with nn blocking and general second nn cooperative effects have previously been solved exactly. For the latter case, we present several new results for highly autoinhibitory and autocatalytic rates. The general problem cannot be solved exactly but we apply the techniques of the preceding paper, which for this process exploit a shielding property of quadruples of unreacted sites, to obtain approximate solutions. Various cooperativity regimes are considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
There have been numerous studies of the kinetics of irreversible reactions at the sites of an infinite, uniform, ID polymer chain. Except for a general discussion by Wolf, 1 previous treatments based on exact hierarchical rate equations for probabilities of various subconfigurations of sites have assumed either just nearest neighbor (nn) cooperative effects, 2.3 or range r blocking and (r+ 1)th nn cooperative effects 1 • 4 [Simple isomorphism arguments show that the latter is equivalent to the binding of (r + 1)-mers to (r + 1)-consecutive sites with nn cooperative effectsl]. These problems are exactly solvable. The process considered here, with general range 2 cooperative effects,S is of particular interest being the simplest such irreversible process not amenable to exact solution. 1.3 It is also of practical interest, e. g., in the determination of the perturbative influence of second nn cooperative effects on the kinetics, final yields etc. 6 In Sec. II, we briefly review the exact solution of the special case with nn blocking and second nn cooperative effects. The follOWing interesting new results are also given. An analySis of highly autoinhibitory second nn rates (filling in stages) is included. This, incidentally, leads to an elegant expression for the saturation coverage for random trimer filling. Autocatalytic rates which result in a sequential (clustering) reaction are also considered. Expressions for final "island" sizes are analyzed. Some new identities for probabilities of certain disconnected unreacted configurations are included.
A detailed analysis of the process with general range 2 cooperative effects is given in Sec. III. Approximate solutions are obtained by applying the techniques developed in the preceding paper. 3 These are based on observations of the structure of the infinite hierarchy of rate equations describing the process, and of an exact shielding property of quadruples of unreacted sites. The latter, which implies exact relationships between certain probabilities, is incorporated into the approximate solution so that these relationships are preserved. This could not be accomplished if one "borrowed" equilibrium style, e. g., Kirkwood factorization approximations 1 to truncate the hierarchy. The approximate solutions obtained are examined for several cooperativity regimes.
Before proceeding with these detailed analyses, we introduce some notation and give an explicit example of the rate equations for this process. These have been described in Ref. 3 in a general context. The reaction is denoted by 0-a. Letf., denote the probability of finding a subconfiguration rJ (probabilities considered here will have translational invariance). Let T oo ' oo , T o .' oo , ••• denote the rates for reaction with no reacted first and second nn, only one reacted left nn, . .. . The rate equation for the probability fo, that some site is unreacted, is given by
(1.1) using an obvious notation for the f s. Conservation of probability has been used on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.1) producing empty configurations which are not connected but are "effectively connected, "3 1. e., there are no unspecified gaps of more than one site. Rate equations can be obtained Similarly for other fs.
The conditional probabilities q.,i' = ftl"" If., of rJ given rJ' also play an important role in our analysis. The hierarchical rate equations for these are most conveniently written in the form 3 This result has only been recognized previously for the abovementioned exactly solvable subcases, but is true for general range 2 cooperative effects. In later work, we show that au analogous relation holds for general range R cooperative effects (see the Appendix).
II. EXACT SOLUTION FOR REACTION WITH NN BLOCKING AND SECOND NN COOPERATIVE EFFECTS
Here rates with one or two reacted nn, i. e., T,woa" T"o'aa" T aa • aa " are zero. This problem has been solved exactly' previouslyl.4 but here we emphasize how the shielding condition, and specifically Eq. (1.5), lead immediately to exact hierarchy truncation and solution. qT-4, m:;. 4, fao == fona and f ""na for n:;. O. Finally note that, due to blo~k ing, the minimal hierarchy does not involve all effectively connected unreacted configurations 3 (e. g., 0-0, 00-0, . " are missing). Henceforth, we consider only the case of an initial completely unreacted polymer chain.
One quantity of particular interest is the final conversion 8* where 8* ~ 1/2 (see Fig. 1 ). An 
Here p == Tao.oa/Too.oo and the three terms correspond to reaction of sites with 2, 1, 0 reacted second nn, respectively. We remark that 8* must be independent of p * 0 since, when configurations aoooa arise, the center site will react eventually and its reaction does not affect the rest of the process. The first term in Eq. (2.2) will, however, contribute for p * 0 (the other terms depend implicitly on p).
Below we give some new results for a few special choices of the rates.
A. Autoinhibitory reaction in stages
If T 4O'Oa «T ao 'oQ , Too.oa« T oo ' oo , then the process effectively takes place in three stages. In the first, reaction occurs only at sites with no reacted second nn (i. e., the process is equivalent to reaction with first and second nn blocking). Here, d/d8 fooo == -3 since three unreacted triples are destroyed by each reaction, audfo -0, n:;. 5 at the end of this stage (8 == 8t, say). Si~ce, therefore, q4 = 0 at 8 = 81, from Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) setting p=p==O, we obtain 8r=D(2)-e-3D(1) ~O.27455, foooo/et"",e-3 , (2.3) where D(x) 
(2.5)
In the third stage, reaction occurs at sites with two reacted second nn, d/ da 1000 = -1 and 1000 -0 at the end of the stage (a = a; = a*, say) so (2.6)
B. Random reaction with nn blocking
Here and a* = {1 -e-2 )/2 (half the saturation coverage for random dimer filling). 3
C. Highly autocatalytic reactions (island formation)
For T ooooa' Taoooo» Too.oo{P» 1), the process involves competition between reaction of (relatively few) sites with unreacted second nn (island birth) and growth of islands of the type ... oooaoaoaoaoaoaooo . .. around these. One can show here that the average number of reacted sites per island is 8/laoo. Large P asymptotic behavior of the final conversion 8* follows from a steepest descent analysis of the right-hand side of Eq. The value of 8 * for p "-0 can be obtained from Eq. (2. 7) through the following reasoning. At the end of the p = 0 process, the islands are separated by either pairs (. .. oaoaooaoao . .. , out of phase) or triples ( •.. oaoaoooaoao • .. , in phase) of empty sites which, in the large p limit, clearly occur in random sequence. Since each pair (triple) results in one (or two) additional unreacted sites, compared with p = + 00 perfect ordering, it then follows that 1/3{2/3) of the right-hand side of Eq. (2.7), in this large p limit, is associated with pairs (triples). For a process with the same p but p "-0, the center sites of these triples will have also reacted at some stage during the process. Consequently,
and since here laoo -100 -1 -28* at the end of the process, the average number of reacted sites per island approaches
As mentioned previously, the minimal hierarchy here does not include probabilities for all effectively connected configurations. For example, 10-0 is excluded but can be calculated from the quantities determined above observing that 10-0 :: loao +1000 = la +1000 = 1 -10 +1000 ;
similarly lo-on can be determined recursively using . Not all effectively connected probabilities can be directly determined from the 10 (the simplest such example being n 100-(0). However, expressions for all these can be obtained from the hierarchy using shielding to achieve truncation. For example, all/o"''''n can be written in terms of those with m, n ~ 4 and a closed set of equations (incorporating 10) can be obtained for this subset.
III. APPROXIMATE SOLUTION FOR REACTION WITH GENERAL FIRST AND SECOND NN COOPERATIVE EFFECTS
The approximate truncation scheme used here is based on the hierarchy equations (1. 2) for conditional probabilities. We have described in Ref. In Table I , we list the q's retained and S( )'s to be calculated in the fourth order as well as the additional ones for the fifth order cp-Markovian approximations.
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(Reflection invariance of rates andfs is assumed.) The corresponding equations are rather complex and thus not given here. Next we consider a choice of rates where one reacted nn changes T oo • oo by a factor of O!, two reacted nn block reaction and each reacted second nn changes T oo • oo by a factor of {3. The final conversion (J* is less than one for this process (the case (3 = 1 has been discussed previously; see Ref.
3). In Fig. 3 , we examine the dependence of (J* on (3 for two specific systems. Only slight differences between fourth and fifth order truncations are observed. In the high (3 limit, the solutions of the truncated equations produce the correct result (J* -O. 5. shown are a '= 1 (CH 3 S0 2 CH 2 Li onto isostatic PMMA 10 ) and O! '= 1/4 (alkaline hydrolysis of poly(acrylamide)6).
B. Approach to the nn blocking limit
Here and in all later examples, we choose rates where each reacted nn changes T oo • oo by a factor of a and each second nn by a factor of (3 (= 2, here). In  Fig. 4 , we have plotted faa andfa-a as functions of 8 for a range of a from 1 to 1/100. The limiting behavior as a -0 is correctly recovered (the process occurs in three stages: reaction of sites with 0, 1, and 2 reacted nn consecutively). There are no significant discrepancies between fourth and fifth order truncations. Fig. 5 ).
D. Reaction in (effective) stages
If a «(32« (3« 1, the process effectively occurs in stages, namely, reaction of sites with 0, 1, and 2 reacted second nn (and no reacted nn) and then with 1 and 2 reacted nn. From the analysis of Sec. II, one can show that these stages end at 8 = O. 274 .•. , 0.324 ... , 0.401. .. , 0.599 ... , and 1. 00, respectively.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The approximate hierarchy truncation scheme adopted here has been quite successful in a variety of cooperativity regimes (no doubt in part due to the incorporation of the exact shielding property of quadruples of unreacted sites). This has allowed, e. g., estimation of the perturbative influence of second nn cooperative effects. Finally, we emphasize that the basic technique adopted from Ref. 3 is quite general and can be applied to study the kinetics of various other polymer reactions for which exact solutions are not available .
APPENDIX
Here we sketch the proof of the unreacted site shielding property which basically just involves observing self-consistency with the q hierarchy equations. Consider first qfJOoooil'fI'" where rI, rI', rI" involve only unreacted sites and, as the notation implies, a is to the left, and a', a" to the right of 0000. These q's together with the corresponding reflected quantities satisfy a closed set of hierarchy equations (after using conservation of probability to convert any reacted to unreacted sites). If Ta J denotes the rate of reaction at site j given fi rst and second nn in state (1 J and if (1 ~ denotes the part of (1 J not overlapping other conditioning sites, then3
JEooa' a' I "J • i Eooa' "J • • • (Ai) The analogous reflected quantities satisfy a similar set of equations. If the initial conditions satisfy the condition that an unreacted quadruple shields, then it is easy to see that the above equations are consistent with this condition for all time. For example, in Eq. (Ai), the first term cancels and the last two are independent of (1 consistent with qaooooa'a" being independent of (1.
We can relax the restriction that (1, a', and a" be empty which will give more complicated q equations, 3 but the proof goes through unchanged in spirit. If a quadruple of unreacted sites does not shield initially, but an n-tuple, n> 4 does, then the proof can be easily modified to show that this n-tuple will shield for all times. Finally, we remark that this proof easily extends to the case of range R cooperative effects to show that a 2R -tuple of unreacted sites shield (if this holds for the initial conditions).
